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Love and Death in London 2021-07-11
who do the mob turn to when they have a murder to solve when
the fiancée of a london crime boss turns up dead in a rival gang s
warehouse emma the daughter of both families promises to assist
nightshade an eccentric private detective with the investigation
as emma and nightshade piece together a series of cryptic clues
they uncover an ingenious plot and line up the suspects however
another murder of a high ranking family member derails their
progress and threatens civil war now dragged into a world she s
fought hard to avoid and with time running out emma must do
everything she can to help nightshade catch the killer book one
in a gripping fast paced crime thriller series with murder
mystery and unexpected twists nightshade a private detective
working for the mob

Death in London 2014-11-26
murder makes a debut on the london social scene in this regency
era mystery by the author of death comes to the village with the
reluctant blessings of their father the rector of kurland st mary
lucy harrington and her sister anna leave home for a social
season in london at the same time lucy s special friend major
robert kurland is summoned to the city to accept a baronetcy for
his wartime heroism amidst the dizzying whirl of balls and formal
dinners the focus shifts from mixing and matchmaking to murder
when the dowager countess of broughton the mother of an old
army friend of robert drops dead when it s revealed she s been
poisoned robert s former betrothed miss chingford is accused
and she in turn points a finger at anna to protect her sister lucy
enlists robert s aid in drawing out the true culprit but with
suspects ranging from resentful rivals and embittered family
members to the toast of the ton it will take all their sleuthing
skills to unmask the poisoner before more trouble is stirred up
praise for death comes to london lucy s second case is a pleasant
combination of regency romance and mystery that evokes fond
memories of georgette heyer kirkus reviews fans of mysteries
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and intelligent regencies will like this book and should read the
first one too historical novel society

Death Comes to London 1894
the black death of 1348 49 may have killed more than 50 of the
european population this book examines the impact of this
appalling disaster on england s most populous city london using
previously untapped documentary sources alongside
archaeological evidence a remarkably detailed picture emerges
of the arrival duration and public response to this epidemic and
subsequent fourteenth century outbreaks wills and civic and
royal administration documents provide clear evidence of the
speed and severity of the plague of how victims many named
made preparations for their heirs and families and of the
immediate social changes that the aftermath brought the
traditional story of the timing and arrival of the plague is
challenged and the mortality rate is revised up to 50 60 in the
first outbreak with a population decline of 40 45 across edward
iii s reign overall the black death in london provides as detailed a
story as it is possible to tell of the impact of the plague on a
major medieval english city

Weekly Return of Births and Deaths in
London, and in Other Great Towns
2011-05-02
devastated that his wife and writing partner of 25 years left him
on the eve of the new millennium lionel rolfe set pen to paper in
an attempt to make sense of the dance between men and women
but as he began writing a deeper understanding took hold the
grim reaper stopped by and not just once but again and again the
deaths of carl kessler the unrepentant stalinist and trade union
organizer and nieson himmel a close friend and veteran
nighttime police reporter for the los angeles times hit him hard
but it was the death of rolfe s uncle the great violinist yehudi
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menuhin that turned his life upside down in the end the
emotional ordeal was a blessing in disguise after all without it
the world would not have death and redemption in london l a an
engrossing tale of one mans search for redemption in the only
place it has ever been found within the soul come along with the
author as he strives to deal with a life half lived and dreams
perpetually deferred youll laugh youll cry but most of all youll
see the world through the eyes of a man truly in touch with his
sensibilities a man wholl change your worldview forever

Black Death in London 2003
the black death of 1348 49 may have killed more than 50 of the
european population this book examines the impact of this
appalling disaster on england s most populous city london using
previously untapped documentary sources alongside
archaeological evidence a remarkably detailed picture emerges
of the arrival duration and public response to this epidemic and
subsequent fourteenth century outbreaks wills and civic and
royal administration documents provide clear evidence of the
speed and severity of the plague of how victims many named
made preparations for their heirs and families and of the
immediate social changes that the aftermath brought the
traditional story of the timing and arrival of the plague is
challenged and the mortality rate is revised up to 50 60 in the
first outbreak with a population decline of 40 45 across edward
iii s reign overall the black death in london provides as detailed a
story as it is possible to tell of the impact of the plague on a
major mediaeval english city

Death and Redemption in London &
L.A. 2011-05-02
the melody of death is a crime novel by the british writer edgar
wallace believing that he is suffering from a fatal illness a newly
married man begins to commit a series of crimes to make sure
his wife will be provided for after his death
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The Black Death in London 1864
another in the doom of london series in which the author sounds
a clarion call of potential disasters that may fall upon the great
city here he relates a tale of environmental contamination
leading to a medical panic london in a year of severe drought
water level in the thames river extremely low blazing heat wave
for 3 weeks in august a portuguese cargo ship sinks and
contaminates a tributary of the thames 3 of the crew members
are discovered to be dying of some disease the local doctor is
frightened by what he sees calls the health authorities who call
for help from professor darbyshire a scientist who deals with
fighting diseases in the bulk someone we might call an
environmental epidemiologist today he investigates then
darbyshire makes a hurried call asking his friend dr longdale to
come at once to his house where he has a small laboratory
darbyshire produced a phial of cloudy fluid some of which he
proceeded to lay on the glass of a powerful microscope longdale
fairly staggered back from the eyepiece bubonic the water reeks
with the bacillus i haven t seen it so strongly marked since we
were in new orleans together darbyshire you don t mean to say
that this sample came from yes the sample was water from the
contaminated thames the river from which roughly 4 5 of the
water comes to supply the needs of the 5 million londoners
longdale says the water system must be shut off

Weekly return of births and deaths
(infectious diseases, weather) in
London (and other great towns).
2016-08
he wanted you to be a better man he wanted to be a better man
himself he was lied to just like you are being lied to a family in
mourning a man in crisis after the death of his dad michael is
powerless and angry in a state of heartbreak he confronts the
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difficult truths about his father s legacy and the country that
shaped him at the funeral unannounced and unprepared michael
decides it is time to speak death of england is a powerful new
monologue play by roy williams and clint dyer that explores
family feelings and a country on the brink this edition was
published to coincide with the world premiere at the national
theatre london in 2020 about the play

Death Message 2021-11-09
another in the doom of london series in which the author sounds
a clarion call of potential disasters that may fall upon the great
city here he relates a tale of environmental contamination
leading to a medical panic london in a year of severe drought
water level in the thames river extremely low blazing heat wave
for 3 weeks in august a portuguese cargo ship sinks and
contaminates a tributary of the thames 3 of the crew members
are discovered to be dying of some disease the local doctor is
frightened by what he sees calls the health authorities who call
for help from professor darbyshire a scientist who deals with
fighting diseases in the bulk someone we might call an
environmental epidemiologist today he investigates then
darbyshire makes a hurried call asking his friend dr longdale to
come at once to his house where he has a small laboratory
darbyshire produced a phial of cloudy fluid some of which he
proceeded to lay on the glass of a powerful microscope longdale
fairly staggered back from the eyepiece bubonic the water reeks
with the bacillus i haven t seen it so strongly marked since we
were in new orleans together darbyshire you don t mean to say
that this sample came from yes the sample was water from the
contaminated thames the river from which roughly 4 5 of the
water comes to supply the needs of the 5 million londoners
longdale says the water system must be shut off and deprive four
fifths of london with water altogether darbyshire said grimly and
london grilling like a furnace no flushing of sewers no watering
of roads not even a drop to drink in two days london would be a
reeking seething hell try and picture it longdale i have often
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longdale said gloomily sooner or later it had to come now is your
chance darbyshire that process of sterilisation of yours will he
save london of course he s the hero of the story but how does
london panic how do the authorities respond

The Melody of Death 2019-09-30
between the mid seventeenth and mid eighteenth centuries more
than 15 000 londoners suffered sudden violent deaths while this
figure includes around 3 000 who were murdered or committed
suicide the vast majority of fatalities resulted from accidents in
the early modern period accidental and disorderly deaths from
drowning falls stabbing shooting fires explosions suffocation
animals and vehicles among other causes were a regular feature
of urban life and left a significant mark in the archival records of
the period this book provides the first substantive critical study
of the early modern accident revealing and chronicling the lives
and deaths of hundreds of otherwise unknown londoners drawing
on the weekly london bills of mortality parish burial registers
newspapers and other related documents it examines accidents
and other forms of violent death in the city with a view to
understanding who among its residents encountered such events
how the bureaucracy recorded and elaborated their
circumstances and why they did so and what practical responses
might follow through a systematic review of the character of
accidents medical and social interventions and changing
attitudes toward the regulation of hazards across the metropolis
it establishes the historical significance of the accident and
shows how as the eighteenth century progressed providential
explanations gave way to a more rational viewpoint that saw
certain accident events as threats to be managed rather than
misfortunes to be explained additionally the book explores how
knowledge of such incidents was transformed to become a
recurring cultural trope in oral textual and visual narratives of
metropolitan life thereby opening a window to the way in which
sudden death and violent injury was understood by early modern
mentalities craig spence is senior lecturer in history at bishop
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grosseteste university

The River of Death 2020
another in the doom of london series in which the author sounds
a clarion call of potential disasters that may fall upon the great
city here he relates a tale of environmental contamination
leading to a medical panic london in a year of severe drought
water level in the thames river extremely low blazing heat wave
for 3 weeks in august a portuguese cargo ship sinks and
contaminates a tributary of the thames 3 of the crew members
are discovered to be dying of some disease the local doctor is
frightened by what he sees calls the health authorities who call
for help from professor darbyshire a scientist who deals with
fighting diseases in the bulk someone we might call an
environmental epidemiologist today he investigates then
darbyshire makes a hurried call asking his friend dr longdale to
come at once to his house where he has a small laboratory

Death of England 2020-02-20
historical mysteries a man s body is hauled from the thames
dressed like a commoner but with the face of a gentleman yet no
one has come forward to claim the body blackstone enters the
world of the aristocracy and tramps the dangerous streets of
london s little russia both where english law and order are not
welcome

The River of Death 2016
interning at scotland yard elizabeth and jessica investigate a
series of grisly murders

Accidents and Violent Death in Early
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Modern London, 1650-1750
2017-10-03
diana bakewell is london s savviest and best connected tour
guide as the lead guide at chartwell and crouch tours she s busy
teaching her young assistant zaf the ropes alongside dealing with
company politics and her slimy boss in her spare time she s
helping zaf find his feet in london and coming to terms with the
fact that a tabby cat called gus has stowed away on her vintage
tour bus but when diana and zaf take a group of students on a
tour of the houses of parliament and an mp s researcher dies
diana suspects all is not as it seems the police are at a loss they
interview witnesses including diana s tour group but seem to be
getting nowhere diana however was at the scene she witnessed
people s reactions when the young woman died and knows that
there s a link between her group and the murder can diana solve
the crime and ensure justice is done while keeping her tour
group under control around london and protecting chartwell and
crouch tours reputation death in westminster is the first part in a
playful cozy mystery series set in a nostalgic version of london
perfect for fans of richard osman anthony horowitz and the
paddington books

The River of Death a Tale of London in
Peril 2017-03
london is a global city more than half of those who live in the uk s
capital came from somewhere else and most arrived in the last
ten years migration is transforming london for better and for
worse ben judah turns his reporter s eye on home immersing
himself in the hidden world of the city s immigrants from the
richest to the poorest to discover the complex and varied
individuals who are making london what it is today
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Blackstone and the Rendezvous with
Death 1994-01
diana bakewell and zaf williams are cementing their reputations
as london s best tour guides they ve also learned that they re not
bad at solving mysteries but when kamran dadashov the father of
zaf s new boyfriend hires them for a tour they know they need to
pull out all the stops the group consists of three wealthy men old
friends and occasional rivals they aren t just seeing london s
sights there s a challenge involving a race postcards and an egg
sandwich but when they begin their tour on the london eye diana
looks down to see a man fall from a boat belonging to one of the
group the police arrive and can t find a body diana is accused of
fabricating the whole thing but then when a body washes up
further along the thames she knows she s got another murder on
her hands can diana and zaf solve the mystery before the killer
strikes again and will zaf be able to juggle his relationship and
his work find out in death on the thames the fourth book in the
london cosy mysteries series perfect for fans of richard osman
anthony horowitz and mc beaton

Love and Death in London 2023-10-26
after his friend will a pickpocket in london in 1715 is murdered
as part of a series of mysterious deaths fifteen year old tom
marlowe asks his friend dr harker to help find the killer

Death at Westminster 2016
death gender and ethnicity examines the ways in which gender
and ethnicity shape the experiences of dying and bereavement
taking as its focus the diversity of ways through which the
universal event of death is encountered it brings together
accounts of how these experiences are actually managed with
analyses of a range of representations of dying and grieving in
order to provide a more theoretical approach to the relationship
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between death gender and ethnicity though death and dying
have been an increasingly important focus for academics and
clinicians over the last thirty years much of this work provides
little insight into the impact of gender and ethnicity on the
experience the result is often a universalising representation
which fails to take account of the personally unique and
culturally specific experiences associated with a death drawing
on a range of detailed case studies death gender and ethnicity
develops a more sensitive theoretical approach which will be
invaluable reading for students and practitioners in health
studies sociology social work and medical anthropology

This is London 2015-07-01
when his wife s friend rachel writes to tell of the peculiar murder
of a young woman in her sleepy market town dr david
wintringham is intrigued enough to leave his usual top secret
medical work for her majesty s government to pay a visit to
shornford where the local police are struggling to make sense of
events together with inspector staines of the local constabulary
he tries to unravel the curious case of ursula frinton and why
anyone would want her dead as david is slowly pulled into a web
of intrigue that stretches far beyond wakeley manor shornford
and its inhabitants what started out as a flight of curiosity
becomes a fight for a much larger truth and death waits around
every corner

ジス・イズ・ロンドン復刻版 2024-02-15
the forms by which a deceased person may be brought to rest are
as many as there are causes of death in most societies the
disposal of the corpse is accompanied by some form of
celebration or ritual which may range from a simple act of
deportment in solitude to the engagement of large masses of
people in laborious and creative festivities in a funerary context
the term ritual may be taken to represent a process that
incorporates all the actions performed and thoughts expressed in
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connection with a dying and dead person from the preparatory
pre death stages to the final deposition of the corpse and the
post mortem stages of grief and commemoration the
contributions presented here are focused not on the examination
of different funerary practices their function and meaning but on
the changes of such rituals how and when they occurred and how
they may be explained based on case studies from a range of
geographical regions and from different prehistoric and
historical periods a range of key themes are examined
concerning belief and ritual body and deposition place
performance and commemoration exploring a complex web of
practices

Death on the Thames 2004
jewels diva r has finally done it she s finally had her book picked
up by a uk publisher and is on her way to a ten day stay in london
england arriving in london and completely overwhelmed by the
sights and sounds jewels soon finds herself in the middle of a
sticky situation after meeting the son of god the gorgeous sgt
callum stone she becomes involved with a woman trying to
commit suicide and homicide a woman so determined to kill
herself and her child she hits jewels with her car and takes her
into the murky depths of the thames jewels valiantly struggles to
cope with her head wound after being smashed into the river
wall and saves the woman and child at her own expense her
injuries are so horrific her pain filled pill popping days start from
seeing her face for the first time and having conversations with
jack the hammer who is going in her head 24 7 to having callum
see her wounds and the overwhelming heartache it brings her
she s arrested at a party for assaulting two police officers one of
them callum and overdoses on her 450 pill stash and a bottle of
vodka after nearly losing her again callum declares his love and
whisks her away for a holiday where she starts to heal and deal
with her issues but new dreams plague her dreams of a big white
spikey thing that means something bad is going to happen
something really bad consenting to do a new year s eve concert
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in the same club she was arrested in jewels has three days to get
the show together and it goes off without a hitch until she sees
that big white spikey thing directly across the river from the club
and finally remembers what it means trouble there s also trouble
in the form of michaelangelo telltorro the up and coming actor
singer who has been telling tales about the passionate affair he
and jewels are having all over europe so she accepts an invitation
to attend the awards ceremony michaelangelo will be presenting
at all to humiliate and annihilate him and she does it in grand
style with a video of him going out across the tv airwaves and her
blog and youtube channel to millions of people jewels can finally
relax her adventures are over she s happy with callum she s a
multimillionaire and she s finally going home

Death and the Arrow 2002-01-04
welcome to the fifth exciting episode of the love and death
mystery and political espionage series dean gatewood a catcher
from union university and the future father of harold gatewood
becomes captain of the all american baseball team that travels to
england to play the first world cup series against the british
national team on his journey across the atlantic ocean he meets
the beautiful alice johnson also a student from union university
gatewood and his teammates meet four girls from america and
canada headed to england to make their mark in college and
show business gatewood is attracted to one of the girls the
gorgeous sally alexander who falls in love with him a serial killer
and rapist move in a parallel life path with gatewood his
teammates and the four girls terror and murder unfold on the
high seas and in england events leading to world war ii
complicate everyone s lives including future prime minister of
england winston churchill who had dodged an assassination
attempt political espionage by a high level nazi spy german
sympathizers and english double agents lead to attempts to alter
the coming war and the world s power structure a surprise
ending impacts gatewood s life forever
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Death, Gender and Ethnicity
2012-05-17
through the valley of the shadow of death is a dramatic and
sustained response to decades of research into near death
experiences ndes the first to credibly bridge the gap between the
competing factions of science and spirituality

Death at the Medical Board 2014-07-31
the oxford handbook of the archaeology of death and burial
reviews the current state of mortuary archaeology and its
practice highlighting its often contentious place in the modern
socio politics of archaeology it contains forty four chapters which
focus on the history of the discipline and its current scientific
techniques and methods written by leading international scholars
in the field it derives its examples and case studies from a wide
range of time periods such as the middle palaeolithic to the
twentieth century and geographical areas which include europe
north and south america africa and asia combining up to date
knowledge of relevant archaeological research with critical
assessments of the theme and an evaluation of future research
trajectories it draws attention to the social symbolic and
theoretical aspects of interpreting mortuary archaeology the
volume is well illustrated with maps plans photographs and
illustrations and is ideally suited for students and researchers

Death and Changing Rituals
2014-12-23
when miss pongleton is found murdered on the stairs of belsize
park station her fellow boarders in the frampton hotel are not
overwhelmed with grief at the death of a tiresome old woman but
they all have their theories about the identity of the murderer
and help to unravel the mystery of who killed the wealthy pongle
several of her fellow residents even tuppy the terrier have a part
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to play in the events that lead to a dramatic arrest this classic
mystery novel is set in and around the northern line of the
london underground it is now republished for the first time since
the 1930s with an introduction by the award winning crime
writer stephen booth

Life and Death Adventures in London
2023-12-18
when london daily globe editor rollo rolandson has to return to
new york for three months he takes his star reporter poppy
denby with him poppy is very excited to be working on the world
famous new york times and looks forward to immersing herself in
the arts and entertainment of manhattan instead she is allocated
the death beat journalese for obituaries and tied to her desk but
our intrepid young reporter has a nose for a story and when a
european prince dies in a luxury penthouse apartment she starts
to investigate she follows a sordid trail involving illegal
immigrants forced labour eugenics and sexual scandals and an
unexpected ghost from her past from the speakeasies of
greenwich village to the sweat shops of the garment district
poppy denby seeks justice for the victims of a shameful crime
publisher s description

Love and Death in London 2003-12-16
in a mystery set against the background of victorian england
sergeant bragg and constable morton investigate a vicious
blackmailer and possible killer stalking britain s aristocracy
including the prince of wales

Religion, Spirituality and the Near-
Death Experience 2013-06-06
shortlisted for the gordon burn prize mrs death tells her
intoxicating story in this life affirming fire starter of a novel mrs
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death has had enough she is exhausted by her job and now seeks
someone to unburden her conscience to she meets wolf a
troubled young writer who enthralled by her stories begins to
write mrs death s memoirs as the two reflect on the losses they
have experienced or facilitated their friendship flourishes all the
while despite her world weariness death must continue to hold
humans fates in her hands appearing in our lives when we least
expect her

The Oxford Handbook of the
Archaeology of Death and Burial
2017-03-20
a good death was as central to methodism as conversion and
holiness based on an analysis of 1 200 obituaries this book
contributes to an understanding not only of death but of the
history of methodist and evangelical nonconformist piety
theology social background and literary expression in mid
nineteenth century england and focuses on the tension in
nonconformist allegiance to both worldly and spiritual matters

Murder Underground 2018
on 8 december 2014 the shattered body of bankrupt property
tycoon scot young was found impaled on the railings sixty feet
below his gbp3 million penthouse apartment the police said there
was nothing suspicious about his death but a russian radio
station wanted to know did he jump or was he pushed it was soon
the question everyone was asking for six years young had been
fighting an acrimonious divorce case in the high court his wife
accused him of hiding his vast wealth offshore he claimed that he
had lost all his money in ill judge property deal in moscow
though went to jail rather than produce evidence showing where
the money had gone though he said he was in debt to the tune of
over gbp27 million he was still seen driving a ferrari and
swigging champagne in exclusive london eateries with a blonde
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super model on his arm then his wife accused him of being
involved with london s notorious crime syndicate the adams
family tales were also told that he had fallen foul of the russian
mafia who had once dangled him over the balcony of dorchester
hotel five of his inner circle involved in the russian property deal
died in strange circumstance three in mysterious falls one was
russian oligarch boris berezovsky the arch enemy of vladimir
putin and roman abramovich found hanged in his berkshire home
meanwhile other super rich friends who included sir philip green
and simon cowell began to distance themselves when scot s
secret dealing brought them into the spotlight shying away from
any involvement in the ring of death

The Death Beat 1989
taking as her focus a body of writings in poetic didactic and legal
modes that circulated in england s capital between the 1380s
just a generation after the black death and the first decade of the
english reformation in the 1530s amy appleford offers the first
full length study of the middle english art of dying ars moriendi
an educated awareness of death and mortality was a vital aspect
of medieval civic culture she contends critical not only to the
shaping of single lives and the management of families and
households but also to the practices of cultural memory the
building of institutions and the good government of the city itself
in fifteenth century london in particular where an increasingly
laicized reformist religiosity coexisted with an ambitious
program of urban renewal cultivating a sophisticated attitude
toward death was understood as essential to good living in the
widest sense the virtuous ordering of self household and city
rested on a proper attitude toward mortality on the part both of
the ruled and of their secular and religious rulers the intricacies
of keeping death constantly in mind informed not only the
religious prose of the period but also literary and visual arts in
london s version of the famous image text known as the dance of
death thomas hoccleve s poetic collection the series and the
early sixteenth century prose treatises of tudor writers richard
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whitford thomas lupset and thomas more death is understood as
an explicitly generative force one capable if properly managed of
providing vital personal social and literary opportunities

A Season for Death 1884
bereavement is often treated as a psychological condition of the
individual with both healthy and pathological forms however this
empirically grounded study argues that this is not always the
best or only way to help the bereaved in a radical departure it
emphasises normality and social and cultural diversity in
grieving exploring the significance of the dying person s final
moments for those who are left behind this book sheds new light
on the variety of ways in which bereaved people maintain their
relationship with dead loved ones and how the dead retain a
significant social presence in the lives of the living it draws
practical conclusions for professionals in relation to the complex
and social nature of grief and the value placed on the right to
grieve in one s own way supporting and encouraging the
bereaved person to articulate their own experience and find their
own methods of coping based on new empirical research
bereavement narratives is an innovative and invaluable read for
all students and researchers of death dying and bereavement

A Journal of the Plague Year 2013-12

The Royal Road 2021-01-28

Mrs Death Misses Death 2015-09-28

The Narrative of the Good Death
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2015-05-07

Conspiracy of Silence 2014-10-24

Learning to Die in London, 1380-1540
2008-07-08

Bereavement Narratives 1868

London and Westminster: city and
suburb
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